
PRODUCTION 15 000 bottles

AGEING

BLEND 90% Merlot - 10 % Cabernet Franc

1/3 new barrels - 1/3 barrels 1-wine - 1/3 barrels 2-wines
during 15 months

VINIFICATION

CHATEAU BELLEFONT-BELCIER - CHATEAU TOUR SAINT CHRISTOPHE - ENCLOS TOURMALINE - CHATEAU HAUT-BRISSON - CHATEAU LA PATACHE - ENCLOS DE VIAUD - CHATEAU LE REY

1 lieu-dit Cassevert 33330 Saint Christophe des Bardes, France
Tel : +33 5 57 24 77 15 - Fax : +33 5 57 74 43 57- contact@vignoblesk.com - www.vignoblesk.com

After hand-picking with plastic crates and a first selection of the grapes in the vineyard, these arrive in
the winery where they are destalked and carefully sorted once more.  
Fermentation is carried out in temperature controlled concrete tanks. Barrels are filled just after the run-
ning off and the malolactic fermentation is done in them. 

Nice depth of colour, dark robe with purplish hints. On the nose black current and spices scents are un-
veiled.  Medium acidity, very good grape maturity without any heaviness particularly thanks to the chalky
feeling typical of this terroir. The wine is supple and wide with a pinch of mouth watering bitterness.
Aromas of blackberries, blueberries, almost candylike bring delicacy without falling into exhuberance.

TASTING

Château Tour Saint Christophe is located in Saint-Christophe-des-Bardes at the frontiers of Saint-Émilion. 
The vineyard is a unique feature in Saint-Emilion, as it is partly planted on narrow terraces where the vineyard is tended in
tight rows. This cascading landscape unfolds on the hillside of Cassevert overlooking the Saint Laurent valley.

Château Tour Saint Christophe was acquired by Peter Kwok and his daughter Karen in 2012.

The property overlooks beautiful centuries-old dry stone terraces on a clay-limestone terroir. In order to preserve its rich he-
ritage, Peter undertook to restore the Château. The objective was to revive the vineyard terraces with the reconstruction of
dry stone walls as it had been built in the 18th
century. About 1.5 km of dry-stone terraces have been repaired by hand, a two-year process to preserve the appearance of
these unique terraces in Saint-Emilion.

The vineyard, with vines of an average age of thirty years, is orientated South-Southwest and benefits from an ideal exposure
to sun and perfect natural drainage conditions. 

Today the property consists of 20 hectares on the appellation of Saint Emilion Grand Cru.

Les Terrasses de Saint Christophe is the second label of Château Tour Saint Christophe.
It is made from some of the younger vines planted on the beautiful terrasses of the estate and has the same care at every stage
as the first wine. The blend and aging are slighly different leading to a different style of wine that can be better enjoyed at
younger age. It has all the delicacy, flavors, and minerality of Tour Saint Christophe without having to wait too long.

SURFACE 20 hectares

SOILS Clay-Limestone
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